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Executive summary
The main purpose of this public document is to provide an accessible summary for
citizens, cooperative members of REScoops and/or participants of the REScoopVPP
project who want to learn more about the research and activities the REScoopVPP
project is carrying out in its 5 test countries: Belgium, France, Germany, Spain and UK.
This document will be published on the REScoopVPP project website1 to make it
available to anyone who is interested in the project.
The document starts with an introductory section describing the use and necessity of
the project. Addressing climate change means moving to a 100% renewable energy
system. To avoid technical problems on the grid, the amount of electricity that
production installations inject into the grid always needs to be in balance with the
amount of electricity that is demanded by consumers. The REScoopVPP project focuses
on the development and testing of necessary digitals tools in 5 countries to maintain
this balance. The tools also focus on making existing buildings smarter by developing
technologies to use devices like heat pumps, domestic hot water, solar panels, electric
vehicles and home batteries already present in homes and other buildings more
efficiently. With these tools, citizens are able to take part in several energy services. By
aligning their energy consumption to the availability of energy production, citizens
actively contribute to the shift of the energy system from a centralised fossil fuel based
system to a decentralised renewable one, meanwhile gaining control over their energy
bill.
To control the assets in these homes, a community driven flexibility box (COFY-box) will
be installed in people’s homes and other buildings. This COFY-box will be affordable and
easy to install and communicates with a central platform. In addition, the box will
operate based on open source home automation technology.
There are 5 test countries in this project, each having a ‘REScoop’ (Renewable Energy
Sources Cooperative) as a pilot site leader that coordinates the testing of the
REScoopVPP tools in the respective country. Every pilot site leader presents what
business activities its cooperative engages in and which REScoopVPP tests will be
carried out in its country. To conclude, the added value of this project for both citizens (future) cooperative members of the cooperative - and the cooperative business
activities itself are addressed.

1

www.rescoopvpp.eu
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1.

Introduction
1.1.

Purpose of document

The purpose of this deliverable is to provide an easy reading document for citizens,
cooperative members of REScoops and/or participants of the REScoopVPP project
about what research and activities the REScoopVPP project is carrying out in the 5 test
countries of REScoopVPP: Belgium, France, Germany, Spain and UK. The use of difficult
technical terminology is therefore limited to a minimum in this document.
This public deliverable will be made available on the project website of REScoopVPP2 so
it will be accessible for everyone who is interested in learning more about the
REScoopVPP project ambitions.

1.2.

Scope of document

Where REScoop.EU will provide later in the project pilot site specific brochures to
distribute to participants of REScoopVPP events, this document will function more as a
background document where people - who want to learn more in depth about the
project and its other pilot site country activities - can be referred to.

1.3.

Structure of the document

The document starts with a general introduction of the REScoopVPP project and why
projects like these are necessary in particular.
The rest of the document consists of a section per participating country. Per country, the
pilot site leader introduces its cooperative and presents what business activities it
engages in. Furthermore, the participation of the respective cooperative in its country is
highlighted on 3 levels: role of the cooperative in the REScoopVPP project, the added
value for the business activities of the cooperative of participating in the REScoopVPP
project and to conclude the added value for (future) cooperative members of the
cooperative. The intention of this last section is to convince a citizen to become a
cooperative member of the respective cooperative.
At the end of the document, a section with conclusions is added.

2

www.rescoopvpp.eu
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2.

REScoopVPP
2.1.

The project

2.1.1.

Intro

Addressing climate change means moving to a 100% renewable energy system.
However, there is a major difficulty for the electricity system. The amount of electricity
that production installations inject to the grid always needs to be in balance with the
amount of electricity that is demanded by consumers. Otherwise, technical problems on
the electricity grid can occur. Sun and wind energy e.g. are not always available at the
level that is needed for consumption at a given moment. Also, electricity cannot be
easily stored at large scale or for long time frames (e.g. from summer - when much solar
energy is available - to winter). That is why electricity consumers will have to be able to
react to the availability of energy in the near future.

Figure 1. Towards a 100% renewable energy system © FlexCoop project
With the help of digital tools, they can gain control over their electricity consumption
(bill) and adapt themselves to the constraints of renewable energy.
-

Consumers may shift their consumption to moments when electricity is more
abundant in the system and therefore cheaper; prices may be reflected by their
electricity supplier in a dynamic tariff.
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-

Consumers with solar panels may increase self-consumption by consuming
more when electricity is produced directly on their roofs.

-

Citizens may also support the stability of the grid by shifting their energy
consumption outside of peak hours. Also, citizens can shift their consumption to
specific moments when enough production is available to cover their
consumption.

These necessary digital tools will be developed in REScoopVPP, a project funded by the
Horizon 2020 program of the European Commission and focuses on making existing
buildings smarter by developing technologies to use available equipment in buildings
more efficiently to enable the energy transition.
These tools will enable citizens to take part in one or several energy services and
contribute with various devices including consumption (heat pumps, domestic hot
water), production (solar panels) or storage (electric vehicle or home battery). This way,
citizens contribute to the shift of the energy system from a centralised fossil fuel based
system to a decentralised renewable one with the active participation of the
consumption side.
By 2050, 98 million Europeans could become prosumers by joining an energy
community. In the EU, an already existing group of engaged citizens takes part in the
energy transition from energy production out of fossil fuels to clean energy made from
renewable energy sources. These end consumers gather as shareholders in REScoops,
Renewable energy sources cooperatives. They all have assets in their homes or
buildings that can be used in a smarter way. To control the assets in these homes, a
so-called community driven flexibility box (COFY-box) will be installed in people's
homes or other buildings. This COFY-box, which will be affordable and easy to install,
will be able to communicate with a central platform. In addition, the box will operate
based on open source home automation technology.
The digital tools will be tested with end users from over 5 countries: Belgium, France,
Germany, UK and Spain.
The REScoopVPP project lasts for 3 years. Each year has a focus:
-

June 2020-May 2021: foundations of the project are laid and a first prototype of
the COFY-box is installed in the UK and Spain.

-

June 2021-May 2022: further development of digital tools and roll out of the
COFY-box at people’s homes in Belgium, France, Germany, Spain and the UK.

-

June 2022-June 2023: all COFY-boxes are now rolled out so actual tests can be
executed and evaluated in Belgium, France, Germany, Spain and the UK.
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2.1.2.

Products

Within REScoopVPP, 5 technical products will be developed and tested:
To collect data from end users, an easy to install small smart box called COFY-box will
be placed in homes or other buildings. This energy management system communicates
with the buildings’ devices like solar panels, batteries, electrical vehicles and heat
pumps and provides local monitoring and control of these devices. In May 2021, the first
prototypes of the COFY-box were installed in the UK and Spain. The data, which the
COFY-box is collecting, will be visualised in the end user energy monitoring app.

Figure 2. First installed COFY-boxes
A virtual community dashboard will be created and tested, visualising measurements
and key performance indicators from different communities in pilot sites of Belgium,
France, Germany, Spain and UK.
Electricity suppliers within the REScoopVPP project like Ecopower, Enercoop and Som
Energia, will test and improve a forecasting tool that should help them to optimally
forecast the amount of electricity their production installations will generate and the
amount of electricity that will be demanded by their customers at a given moment in
the near future. This way, suppliers can contribute to maintaining the balance on the
electricity grid.
To make all of these developments function properly, a cloud environment is created
that stores and dispatches data, called the COFY-cloud.
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3.

Pilot sites
3.1.

Belgium

3.1.1.

Energent & Ecopower

Energent cv is a cooperative active in the province of East Flanders, Belgium. Energent
counts 1,300 cooperative members and focuses on investments in renewable energy
production and the organisation of energy services. Investments are being realised in
solar plants (currently 3.4 MWp), wind turbines and residential and industrial heat
projects (Heat-as-a-service). At the level of energy services Energent organises group
purchases of residential solar installations and energy efficiency measures (such as wall
insulation), it organises energy scans for households (through which energy efficiency
measures to be taken are prioritised and budgeted for the households in order to meet
actual energy efficiency standards) and guidance for its cooperative members in
implementing energy efficiency measures in their dwellings.
Energent invests in innovation projects as well and was recently coordinator of the
Buurzame Stroom project between 2018 and 2020. The Buurzame Stroom project was
organised in collaboration with and funded by the City of Ghent, the second largest city
of Flanders. The goal of the project was to achieve more solar installations - and
therefore solar production - in an existing residential neighbourhood, involving all
existing groups of residents in the project (middle class, migrant backgrounds,
socio-vulnerable target groups, house-owners, renters, rentees, etc.). Energent is also a
pilot project partner In the Interreg NWE588 Community Virtual Power Plant project
(cVPP) where the first prototype of an active energy management system was built
based on Raspberry Pi local

hardware (low cost open source based hardware).

Energent will further build upon this experience as pilot site leader of the Belgian pilot
site within the REScoopVPP project.
Energent cv acts as a Citizen Energy Community, engaging cooperative members to
become frontrunners in the energy transition. Energent kicked off in 2014 by organizing
a living WindTurbine, an image that reflects our ambition to reach more citizen
ownership in renewable energy production.
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Figure 3. Citizens of Ghent forming a wind turbine © Energent
In the Belgian pilot site, Energent will collaborate with Ecopower cv, a cooperative
supplier and producer of green energy with more than 60,000 cooperative members. To
50,000 of its cooperative members, Ecopower supplies electricity from its own
renewable energy production assets (e.g. wind turbines and PV installations). Ecopower
was founded in 1991 and has three main goals: investing in renewable energy, supplying
100% green electricity to its cooperative members and promoting a rational use of
energy, renewable energy and the cooperative business model in general.

3.1.2.

Participation in REScoopVPP project
3.1.2.1.

Role of Energent & Ecopower in REScoopVPP project

Energent will organise the Belgian pilot mainly in the region of Ghent with 50
participants. All of them will own solar panels and 14 households already have an
electrical home battery from a former project Energent engaged in. We additionally aim
to engage prosumers with (hybrid) heat pumps with thermal storage, an electric vehicle
charging station and a home battery.
Energent plans to test the following aspects in its pilot:
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●

Optimisation

of

self-consumption

for

households

with

solar

installations: From 2021 on, all households with solar installations will
receive a digital meter and become financially incentivized to consume
electricity at moments (15 min base) when their own solar installation is
producing electricity. Energent will test how the consumption in one
household can be aligned as much as possible with the solar production
(self-consumption) to achieve the lowest possible energy bill.
●

Reduce the impact of the future capacity tariff in Flanders: The capacity
tariff is the cost you pay for the maximum power a household uses during
a 15 min time interval in a month. This power peak will determine a part of
the household electricity bill, as it will become part of the distribution
network costs to be paid. If the COFY-box can help to manage power
consumption in the house and reduce the power peak, potential costs are
reduced for the household.

●

Use of thermal storage: Energent will test whether heating a hot water
storage tank at moments when you have a lot of solar energy, can provide
financial benefits for the household.

●

Energy Monitoring dashboard: Participants will test a dashboard that
visualises consumption and production of the household.

The COFY-boxes will be installed at the 50 participants’ homes by the end of 2021. In the
course of 2022, the tests described earlier will be carried out.
In Belgium, Ecopower as a cooperative producer and supplier of green energy will test
and improve a forecasting tool that should help Ecopower to optimally forecast the
amount of electricity their production installations will generate and the amount of
electricity that will be demanded by their customers at a given moment in the near
future. This way, Ecopower can contribute to maintaining the balance on the Belgian
electricity grid, resulting in lower costs for the cooperative and therefore lower energy
bills of its customers.

3.1.2.2.

Added value for Energent & Ecopower

Energent acts as a citizen energy community, aiming to strengthen citizens’ grip on
different aspects of the energy market. Residential flexibility will open new business
opportunities in the next coming years. A digital meter will give a household the
opportunity to close an electricity contract with its supplier based on a dynamic tariff
(level of price depends on what time you consume electricity). In that case, a household
can reduce its energy bill by shifting its consumption as much as possible to moments
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when the price of electricity is cheaper, which is usually during the day. A citizen energy
community can act as an intermediate to unlock this flexibility, creating added value for
the community itself and its members.
One concrete example is Energent’s service ‘Ghent Solar City’3, where the cooperative
organises a group purchase of residential solar installations. With the introduction of the
digital meter, optimisation of self-consumption becomes a key aspect in the calculation
of the payback time of this type of investment. Energent plans to include a COFY-box in
this service in order to decrease the payback time of the customer’s investment. Without
this tool the cooperative expects less installations to get sold in the near future.
For Ecopower, the added value of this project lies in achieving lower operating costs in
its role as supplier and producer which can result in lower energy bills for its customers.

Figure 4. Participant of Ghent Solar City © Energent

3.1.2.3.

Added value for (future) cooperative member of
Energent & Ecopower

RescoopVPP will create additional value to the citizen energy community. As the
cooperative members are the shareholders and owners of the cooperative, all added
value will be owned by the members. Whether it is directed directly to the members
(through optimisation of self-consumption) or indirectly to the members by adding value
to the cooperative by improving the organised services by Energent and Ecopower.
By joining RescoopVPP Energent and Ecopower are keeping the ownership of the
residential flexibility in the community as a benefit for the members. Ownership of
different aspects of the energy market has been defined as one of the most important
values to pursue by the cooperative members.
3

https://zonnestad.energent.be/
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Wim Verscheuren: “By participating in projects like REScoopVPP I
hope to reduce my CO2-emissions and to make optimal use of my
own solar production by using a smart controlled thermal buffer”.
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3.2.

France

3.2.1.

Enercoop

Launched in 2005, Enercoop is a cooperative supplier of 100% green electricity. Based
on the cooperative model, Enercoop is able to gather among its members producers
and consumers of green electricity as well as key partners and local public entities; all
willing to work together to promote renewable energy and rational energy use. In April
2021, the cooperative had a total of 101,000 consumers and 55,000 members. Enercoop
supplies electricity to both individual and business clients, as well as local authorities.
Today, Enercoop aggregates the production of 354 different local producers of
renewable energy in France.
In addition to its green electricity supplier and aggregator activities, one of the main
objectives of Enercoop is to develop energy saving services and decentralized energy
production so as to give every citizen the opportunity to get actively involved in the
energy transition. To achieve this goal, Enercoop has been supporting the development
of a network of local cooperatives and is today a network of 11 cooperatives all over
France.

Figure 5. Members celebrating Enercoop Bretagne General Assembly (2019) © Enercoop
This idea of empowering citizens to act as change makers in the energy transition has
been at the core of Enercoop’s energy saving services development in the past years. It’s
what drove the team to develop 3 services that address different issues and target
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different profiles: an energy savings wiki4, an online and offline training program5 (Dr
Watt) and a tailor-made service for small businesses6. Currently, Enercoop is willing to
extend these energy efficiency efforts to flexibility and demand-response.

3.2.2.

Participation in REScoopVPP project
3.2.2.1.

Role of Enercoop in REScoopVPP project

Enercoop plays 2 key parts in the REScoopVPP project: The first is to work on the
development of a set of forecasting tools to better anticipate the energy demand and
production for a portfolio of clients. This will ultimately allow a better integration of
renewable energy production, by trying to align the time of consumption of electricity
by clients on one hand, to the time of production of electricity from renewable sources
on the other hand. The second role played by Enercoop will be to act as a pilot partner
in order to test the tools developed within the project.
For this second part, the objective is to involve a minimum of 20 participants in France.
The participants will be households, clients and members of Enercoop. Not all clients of
Enercoop are members, but a particular emphasis will be given to the participation of
our members in this pilot. They will preferably have electrical heaters and boilers so as
to represent a panel of “average” equipment and consumption in France.
Enercoop will test the Energy Monitoring App and Dashboard, but has decided to put
the focus of its demonstration work on the following issues:
●

Portfolio forecasting and matching consumption time with production: based
on the forecasting tools mentioned above, Enercoop will be trying to use the
flexibility potential obtained via the COFY-boxes installed at its clients’ homes to
incentivize them to consume when the production installations belonging to
Enercoop’s portfolio are producing.

●

Optimisation of self-consumption for households with solar installations:
Enercoop

is

also

interested

in

experimenting

with

the COFY-box for

self-consumption optimization. Self-consumers remain much less common in
France than in neighbouring countries, but the trend could level-up and
Enercoop is keen to encourage citizen owned energy production.

4

https://www.enercoop.fr/la-bwatt-a-outils
https://www.enercoop.fr/formation-dr-watt
6
https://www.enercoop.fr/notre-offre/service-energetique/accompagnement-energie
5
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3.2.2.2.
Today,

renewable

Added value for Enercoop

energy

production

sources

such

as solar, wind or small

hydroelectricity have a production that varies faster than French consumption of
electricity. To ensure the stability of the grid, this variability is compensated by
"controllable" energy sources such as nuclear, fossil fuels and large hydropower. In order
to increase the share of renewable energy in the grid, or even aim for a 100% renewable
electricity system, we consider it essential to find other methods to balance energy
consumption and production. Developing tools like the COFY-box that allows to shift
consumption and optimize the use of renewables, but also empowers cooperative
members, active citizens, to be a part of the solution is completely aligned with
Enercoop’s objectives.
Indeed flexibility and demand-response mechanisms are a strong support of the
integration of renewable energy in the grid, but also represent an opportunity for the
supplier’s balance management and a way to reduce costs for the end-users. By
reducing the imbalances between demand and production, a supplier like Enercoop can
lower its balancing costs and therefore aim to reduce the electricity bills of its
consumers.

3.2.2.3.

Added value for (future) cooperative member of
Enercoop

The added value in the long run for Enercoop’s members will be to better understand
the ins and outs of the energy system and what is needed to achieve the energy
transition to renewables. The topic of renewable energy integration into the grid is often
deemed too technical or complicated and thus overlooked by energy operators as a
potential lever for citizens to take part in the energy transition. Through the REScoopVPP
project and the tools developed, Enercoop looks to inform and empower its members
on flexibility issues.

Adrien Jeantet - member of Enercoop and 1st “friendly user” of
the COFY-box in France : “I heard about flexibility and the fact that
it was the only way to reach a 100% renewable energy system.
Happy I can contribute by participating in the REScoopVPP
project!”

As a cooperative supplier, Enercoop has always tried to include its members in the
development of new services and tools. For the REScoopVPP project, the participation
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of beta-testers in the creation of new flexibility tools is key in order to directly test and
co-construct with members and partners solutions that could ultimately be offered to
all consumers. Enercoop seeks both to test the technical tools, but also what is practical
for an end-user and of course what guarantees the protection of everyone's data.
Overall, Enercoop aims to keep supporting its members to go from passive consumers
to prosumers. This has to be done by participating in initiatives like the REScoopVPP
project and developing cooperative tools that empower citizens to optimize their energy
consumption and facilitate the integration of renewables in the French energy mix.

Figure 6. Members of Enercoop participating in a workshop on energy supply at the
Enercoop General Assembly (2018) © Enercoop
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3.3.

Germany

3.3.1.

Bürgerwerke

Bürgerwerke is an energy cooperative and at the same time the largest network of local
energy cooperatives in Germany. "What one cannot do alone, many together can":
Under this motto, more than 40,000 people and nearly 100 energy cooperatives from all
over Germany have joined forces in Bürgerwerke to advance the energy transition "from
below".
As an independent green power supplier, Bürgerwerke has been supplying citizen
power ("Bürgerstrom") from solar, wind and hydropower throughout Germany since 2013
and biogas ("BürgerÖkogas", originated exclusively from plant residues without animal
components) since 2019. The goal of the Bürgerwerke network is a renewable, regional
and self-determined energy supply that is entirely in the hands of citizens.
Bürgerwerke enables energy cooperatives from all over Germany to supply electricity
customers in their region directly with the electricity produced in their more than 1,400
renewable energy plants. The revenues from the supply of energy to end users flow
back to the energy cooperatives. These, in return, invest this money in new local
renewable energy plants. In this way, the citizen energy cycle is closed and creates the
basis for a sustainable energy supply from citizens to citizens.

Figure 7. The citizen energy circle operated by Bürgerwerke © Bürgerwerke
All the generation facilities of the member energy cooperatives are displayed
transparently on the Bürgerwerke website. In this way, the end customers know exactly
where their energy comes from and where their money goes – to the decentralised
energy transition in the hands of citizens. Bürgerwerke's concept as a cooperative
energy supplier by citizens for citizens has already won several awards. Among others,
Bürgerwerke won the Cooperative Award Baden-Württemberg 2015, the German Solar
Award and the Next Economy Award 2016. In 2017, they received the German
Engagement Award.
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3.3.2.

Participation in REScoopVPP project
3.3.2.1.

Role of Bürgerwerke in REScoopVPP project

Bürgerwerke will lead and coordinate the German pilot site for the REScoopVPP project.
The pilot site will consist of 5 large buildings (or building complexes) with a wide range
of users:
●

Housing cooperative with 47 residential units

●

Urban ecovillage with 15 residential units, a hostel, a café and a bicycle
workshop

●

Commercial site with a car center (sales center, repair workshop, painting
workshop, electrical vehicle sharing site)

●

Municipal site with administration offices and e-buses depot

●

Historical building complex with 11 residential units and various offices.

All demonstration sites have rooftop solar panels with an installed capacity ranging
from 20 to 18o kWp. The sites have a flexibility potential consisting of five EV charging
stations (public and private), three large batteries and one heat pump. Three of the sites
additionally have a combined heat and power installation on site, so that gas and heat
consumption will be monitored as well.

Figure 8. PV plant on the roof of car center © Bürgerwerke
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Figure 9. Housing cooperative © Bürgerwerke
In total, five COFY boxes will be installed at the demonstration sites and the following
use cases will be demonstrated:
●

Visualization of energy consumption and production (electricity, gas and
heat) on a web application, dashboard and/or monitoring app: End users
and the site managers will have the overview of the energy flows in the
sites at any time and can therefore detect untapped potential for energy
savings and optimization of self-consumption.

●

Automatic optimization of self-consumption: In order to help prosumers
and housing communities to consume the most from their own PV,
flexible consumption units (e.g. battery storage, heat pump and/or
electric vehicle charging station) can be automatically switched on/off in
order to operate when local solar production is maximally available (in
respect of end user comfort settings).

●

Optimization of heating sources: If a hybrid heating system is present (e.g.
heat pump, combined heat and power installation, gas boiler, and/or heat
storage), the most opportune heating source will be automatically
switched to in order to increase self-consumption and reduce energy
costs.

The connection of the measurement devices to the backend system (for monitoring and
visualization purposes) as well as the installation on the 5 COFY boxes is planned for the
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last quarter of 2021, so that, after successful installation and testing period, the
demonstration phase can be run from spring 2022 until spring 2023.

3.3.2.2.

Added value for Bürgerwerke

The mission of Bürgerwerke is to promote the energy transition “from below” by
enabling its member cooperatives to successfully implement renewable energy
projects with a strong citizen participation. For this reason, Bürgerwerke chose to
demonstrate new technological solutions and business models that would enhance the
role of the member cooperatives as local energy managers.
The core business of many Bürgerwerke cooperatives is the operation of PV plants on
large rooftops, including the supply of energy to the (residential, commercial and
municipal) end users inside the buildings. Therefore, the focus of the project
participation was set on the optimization of self-consumption, including heat sources
where feasible, as well as enhancing the level of awareness of end users through
monitoring services and insights related to self-consumption.

3.3.2.3.

Added value for (future) cooperative member of
Bürgerwerke

Bürgerwerke member cooperatives operate more than 1,400 energy projects mostly on
commercial, municipal and large apartment buildings using photovoltaic and
cogeneration technology. In the majority of these projects, the produced solar electricity
is not only injected into the grid, but also consumed directly by the end users in the
same building. The goal of Bürgerwerke member cooperatives is to maximize the
self-consumption of locally produced solar electricity in order to enhance the
participation of the end users in the involved buildings to the energy transition and at
the same time reduce their costs for energy supply. This applies equally to residential,
commercial and municipal end users which are all represented in our cooperative sites.
Furthermore, many of our cooperatives operate solar electricity supply according to the
German Mieterstrom framework in their sites. We want to use the flexibility potential
existing in the buildings to make collective self-consumption in the Mieterstrom
framework more attractive for tenants.
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Figure 10. Members of a Bürgewerke Citizen Energy Community © Bürgerwerke
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3.4.

Spain

3.4.1.

Som Energia

Som Energia Sccl is a not-for-profit renewable energy cooperative with 72,000 members
and 128,000 retail contracts all around Spain, most of them residential users. It was
founded in 2010 becoming the first 100% renewable retailer in Spain. It has been
growing more on the supplier side but it also focuses on renewable energy production
(currently around 10 MW of solar, biogas and small hydropower), and is planning new
solar and wind power plants for the near future. The main objective of the cooperative is
to foster the energy transition to a more renewable, decentralised and democratic
energy system.

Figure 11. Som Energia members at opening of solar installation © Som Energia
Som Energia provides multiple services to its members. The InfoEnergia service is an
energy efficiency program offered to all cooperative members, where several energy
efficiency reports with energy insights and recommendations are sent along the year. It
is a personalized and free service based on smart meter data and big data analytics.
Furthermore, Som Energia is promoting self-consumption (maximal use of someone’s
own solar production) adoption through collective purchases of residential solar
systems among its cooperative members. Collective purchases are organized together
with the Som Energia Local Groups who gather 50 or 100 members in the area willing to
install solar panels. Currently, there are 31 collective purchases ongoing which already
resulted in a growing prosumers community - households who installed a solar
installation - of more than 2,700 people. Since 2018 Som Energia is having every time
more and more prosumers in its portfolio, thus Som Energia is willing to explore new
services such as solar monitoring together with energy and economic related indicators,
as well as, flexibility or demand management services for domestic users.
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Figure 12. Som Energia members in front of first PV collective purchase © Som Energia
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Som Energia organises together with Coop57
(cooperative of financial services) the “Germinador Social”, which is a tender to stimulate
social innovation and promote new local actors for the energy transition.

3.4.2.

Participation in REScoopVPP project
3.4.2.1.

Role of Som Energia in REScoopVPP project

Som Energia will organize and lead the Spanish pilot site. It will be formed by a group of
25 domestic users with their own PV installations mainly from the north-east of Spain.
Som Energia will also look for prosumers with flexible assets with a high potential like:
●

Air-to-water heat pumps (aerothermia) with thermal storage

●

Immersion heaters for Domestic Hot Water (DHW)

●

Electric vehicles with a home charging station

●

Batteries

With the above described pilot site, Som Energia is willing to test the following:
●

Self-consumption optimization, in order to help prosumers to consume the most
from their own solar installations.
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●

Energy cost optimization, in order to reduce exposure to high electricity prices, as
well as, benefit from low electricity prices.

●

Visualization of energy consumption and production at individual but also at
community level.

●

Test tools for forecasting the whole Som Energia members’ consumption and
investigate how to benefit from flexibility at the level of the cooperative.

The rollout of the COFY-boxes and additional equipment will be done at the end of 2021
and the first half of 2022. Then, from mid 2022 to mid 2023 Som Energia will run the
testing phase in order to evaluate the performance of the tools.

3.4.2.2.

Added value for Som Energia

Som Energia started learning about flexibility and demand-side response services in the
former project called FLEXCoop. There, the cooperative learnt the possible business
models around flexibility and started testing in real life a couple of them. The
REScoopVPP project allows Som Energia to keep working on the topic together with
other sister energy cooperatives in Europe. It will be the opportunity to fine-tune the
business model and define in detail the service to offer to its members. Moreover, the
scope of the project is to co-develop flexibility tools among cooperatives, so keeping
the ownership of the solution closer to the final user.
Overall, this project moves Som Energia one step closer to offer demand-side response
services to its members. These tools will allow Som Energia to help the people to 1) use
more renewable, local and self-produced energy and 2) avoid high electricity prices, as
well as benefit from the lower prices. These possible future services will strengthen and
add value to the current services like collective PV purchases, the InfoEnergia service or
even the yet to be born dynamic tariff linked to the day-ahead market.

3.4.2.3.

Added value for (future) cooperative member of Som
Energia

The energy transition is about increasing the renewables share in the electricity system.
However, this alone is not enough. We need to move one step forward and electrify the
mobility and the heating sectors to really phase out fossil fuels. This will lead to citizens
with high dependency and high consumption of electricity in their homes, due to the
increasing adoption of electric vehicles and heat pumps.
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Oriol Piera: ““Participating in the FLEXCoop and REScoopVPP
projects allows me to better understand our energy usage at
home, thus being able to reduce energy use. Furthermore, I am
working together with Som Energia for moving loads and
optimizing my solar panels”

Within this context, Som Energia not only helps its members to become prosumers with
the PV collective purchases, but is also willing to develop new flexibility services in
order to increase self-consumption and reduce the energy costs.
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3.5.

UK

3.5.1.

Carbon Co-op

Carbon Co-op is an energy services co-operative based in Manchester in the United
Kingdom which was incorporated in 2011. It is a membership led organisation with over
350 household members (growing at a rate of 40% per year) which started working in
the area of retrofit (significant building energy efficiency works) moving also into smart
energy,

demand side response, and flexibility later as a complementary business

activity through a series of EU and UK government funded projects.

Figure 13. Meeting of Carbon Co-op members © Carbon Co-op
Meanwhile, Carbon Co-op gained experience in different projects:
●

Community Green Deal (2012 - 2015): An early innovative retrofit project which
preceded the UK government's national Green Deal energy efficiency scheme
(now ended) which carried out ambitious retrofits in 15 homes in Greater
Manchester and achieved 80% reductions in total carbon emissions across the
homes’ energy usage.

●

Nobel Grid (2014 - 2018): A Horizon 2020 innovation action on smart grids which
developed and demonstrated concept smart meters in 100 homes and
businesses in the UK. This was the beginning of Carbon Co-ops work in smart
energy and demand side response.

●

OpenDSR (2018 - 2021): A UK government funded innovation project developing
low-cost interoperable solutions to enable demand side response in homes.
Much of the technology developed in this project acts as the basis of the
REScoopVPP system and the PowerShaper service.

●

People Powered Retrofit (2019 - 2021): A UK government funded project aimed at
developing an end-to-end whole house retrofit service.
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●

mPower (2019 - 2021): A H2020 coordination and support action aimed at
supporting municipalities around Europe to develop renewable energy and
energy efficiency projects. It has acted as the basis of the energy commons
activity which has since developed further through other projects.

In 2020 the organisation launched the PowerShaper7 service which enables households
to connect their smart meters to our web service and participate in demand side
response schemes. In Summer 2021 the organisation will launch a community share
issue to raise funds to expand its consumer facing end-to-end whole house retrofit
service - one of the first of its kind in the UK. The organisation now operates across the
UK and has developed significant expertise and capacity in a range of areas including
construction, software development and energy engineering.

3.5.2.

Participation in REScoopVPP project
3.5.2.1.

Role of Carbon Co-op in REScoopVPP project

Carbon Co-op is acting as both a technical partner and pilot site in the project. As a
technical partner it is responsible for leading the development of the cofy-box as well
as significant contributions to developing integrations for control of legacy appliances
and enhancements to the existing DSR platform which will be provided to the project.
As a pilot site it will demonstrate project outputs in at least 50 houses in the Greater
Manchester area and wider UK. A range of legacy existing appliances in homes
(immersion heaters and electric vehicle chargers) will be integrated into the system as
well as a small number of new appliances such as battery storage systems.

3.5.2.2.

Added value for Carbon Co-op

REScoopVPP is viewed as the most significant project undertaken by the organisation to
date and is of great strategic importance to the organisation enabling it to continue the
development of the existing PowerShaper service and perform a wider range of
important use cases relevant to the UK market including optimisation of appliances
under dynamic time of use tariffs. It is hoped that at the conclusion of the project,
Carbon Co-op will be in a position to operate its PowerShaper service on a commercial
basis.

In combination with its existing demand side response capability and retrofit

services this will enable the organisation to move decisively into providing a full
lifecycle home energy service, from construction and retrofit to ongoing provision of
energy services including wrap around support such as financing and legal support.

7

https://powershaper.io
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3.5.2.3.

Added value for (future) cooperative member of Carbon
Co-op

Members of Carbon Co-op are active and engaged participants in all projects and
benefit from free equipment, servicing and ongoing support from the expert staff. As a
mission driven organisation Carbon Co-op is also facilitating the contribution to fighting
climate change through decarbonisation of the energy system and other service areas.
The services provided to these members that REScoopVPP supports gives members
insights into their home energy usage and gives them the skills and knowledge they
need to work with Carbon Co-op and others to reduce their home energy and carbon
emissions. This can also in many cases lead to reductions in energy costs and
improvements in their quality of life.

Dominic McCann: “I want to participate in
community based demand response as part of
the

REScoopVPP

project

because

I

want

communities to be at the heart of the future
energy system.”
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4.

Conclusions

Addressing climate change means moving to a 100% renewable energy system.
Therefore, research and innovation projects like REScoopVPP are needed and useful for
the electricity system of the future. To avoid technical problems on the electricity grid,
the REScoopVPP project focuses on the development and testing of necessary digital
tools in 5 countries to maintain the balance between the amount of electricity that
production installations inject into the grid and the amount of electricity that is
demanded by consumers.
These tools enable a more efficient use of devices like heat pumps, domestic hot water,
solar panels, electric vehicles and batteries already present in homes and other
buildings. With these tools, citizens are enabled to take part in several energy services.
This way, citizens contribute to the shift of the energy system from a centralised fossil
fuel based system to a decentralised renewable one with the active participation of the
consumption side, meanwhile gaining control over the electricity consumption bill.
To control these devices, a community driven flexibility box (COFY-box) will be installed
in people’s homes and other buildings. Citizens will gain insights in their consumption
by using the end user energy monitoring app. The COFY-box will be affordable and easy
to install, and communicates with a central platform. In addition, the box will operate
based on open source home automation technology.
In 5 countries, tests of the REScoopVPP tools will be conducted. Each country has a
REScoop (Renewable Energy Sources Cooperative) as pilot site leader that coordinates
the testing of the REScoopVPP tools with citizens in their respective country. It is shown
that the REScoopVPP project can contribute to more performant and future proof
business activities of the REScoops involved, therefore also leading to a more active
participation of their members - being the citizens - in the energy market.
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